**********FLIGHTS 4

5oz samples of any of the below

12**********

TAP 1 Sinshine

Give in to temptation Fresh from the grove, Sinshine is a hazy New England IPA bursting with orange, grapefruit,
melon, peach and tangerine flavors The rocky white head holds the aroma of ripe tropical fruit Sinshine finishes
smooth and creamy, with little bitterness
69

ABV

½ liter 8

1 liter 15

TAP 2 Time Traveler
A big bright golden lager best known as a Mai Bock, featuring German malt, hops and yeast Strong but refreshing and
easy drinking It features substantial body, just a hint of malty sweetness and a balanced hop bitterness in the finish
69

ABV serving

½ liter 7

1 liter 13

TAP 3 Cuttyhunk – Hefe Weizen
A delicious classic German style wheat beer, round and fruity flavor with hints of banana and clove A great hot weather
refresher (Shawn s favorite)
52

ABV

½ liter 7

1 liter 13

TAP 4 Kelley2
Kelley2 is a super juicy, hazy, double New England IPA Refreshing, well balanced, low in bitterness packed with even
more bright orange, lemon and grapefruit citrus flavor and aroma than our Sinshine Day or night, Kelley2 is best when
shared with others, don t make eye contact and never stop moving Just like the original Kelley2 contains no peanuts
92

ABV

½ liter 8

TAP 5 Mike Light

A beer for the light American lager lover Mike Lite is made with all American malt hops and yeast for a clean, smooth,
refreshing taste and finish
46

ABV

110 calories per 12 ounce serving

½ liter 6 50

1 liter 12

TAP 6 Velvet Revolution

Velvet Revolution is a delicious Prague style black lager, steeped in the history and flavor of Bohemia and resembles the
original beers dating back to the 1500 s Velvet Revolution is a delicious light bodied, slightly sweet black lager The
flavor rich and inviting, the aroma malty and slightly fruity, with hints of chocolate in the finish
5

ABV ½ liter 7

1 liter 13

TAP 7 Shrute Farms

Dwight approved Beets are nature s superfood, beer makes you feel good, enough said Shrute Farms is a lighter
version of our Hoppy Dreams IPA, infused with the juice of fresh beets, the result is a beautiful purple haze of flavor and
aroma And you can tell your mom you ate your beets
52

ABV

½ Liter 7

1 liter 13

TAP 8 Felicia
A well balanced West Coast IPA, infused with custom blended cold brewed coffee, roasted exclusively for us by Good As
Gold Coffee Roasters of Worcester The result is a fusion of bright hop flavors, a strong malt base and subtle coffee
notes Golden brown in color, finishes crisp like a refreshing iced coffee A uniquely wonderful balance of the best of
your morning coffee and a tasty all day IPA
52

ABV

½ Liter 7

1 liter 13

TAP 9 Blood Orange Lager

Blood oranges have a unique flavor compared to other oranges, being slightly raspberry like in addition to the usual
citrus notes We ve infused our light lager with pureed blood orange fruit for an exceptionally delicious and refreshing
beer with a subtle orange aroma, crisp citrus finish and a beautiful red hue
45

ABV

½ Liter 7

1 liter 13

TAP 10 Hoppy Dreams

Hoppy Dreams is our take on the classic American IPA, a delicious blend of pale malt, Munich malt and lots of American
Northwest hops This balanced, full bodied IPA is clean, has a strong malt backbone and is slightly sweet The aroma is
deep and inviting featuring the American Northwest hop signature of citrus, floral and pine The hop flavor is
pronounced but not overly bitter and each sip finishes clean, inviting you back for another Originally named after the
brewer s daughter who says the beer s aroma reminds her of the open hop cones growing outside her bedroom
window on warm August nights
65

ABV

½ Liter 7

1 liter 13

TAP 11 Becky Likes the Smell
Becky likes the smell is a dangerously crushable Double IPA Juicy, malty and aromatic, this east coast meets west
coast Double IPA is loaded with flavor, low in bitterness and packed with 4 late hop additions of Jarrylo, Azacca, Mosaic
and Citra Sip it slow and savor the complex flavors and subtle hints of tropical fruit, pear, spice, melon, pine, and citrus
10

ABV

½ liter 8

TAP 12 Slainte
Slainte is a classic Irish Stout with a rich creamy head The combo of pale malt, roasted barley and classic hops create a
slightly sweet and roasted malty aroma Served on nitrogen, Slainte is an experience for the senses First drunk with
the eyes , with a ruby black color unique taste is incomparable Light in body, the well balanced roasted malt flavors
give way to a smooth dry finish 4 5 ABV
45

ABV

½ liter 7

1 Liter 13

BLING Seltzer Mandarin – Pineapple – Passion Fruit
Made with Natural Fruit Flavors these are the best of the best in Seltzers Not available for flights.
5

ABV

100 calories per 12oz serving

6 per 16oz can

